
These are Playtest Rules.  They are draft rules under consideration by our Rules Team, and are 
unofficial.  If you wish to use them in a game you must have your opponent’s consent beforehand.  If you 
play in any Battleground event (such as a tournament), they may not be used without the organizer’s 
agreement. 

Dwarves of Runeguard 
Brewmasters  

Playtest Rules 
“Set him over there!  Let’s see now… axe blow to the helmet, I’d wager.  Lucky to still be drawing breath. 
No don’t take it off!  That helmet is the only thing holding his head together.  Give him sixteen drams of 
Poppy’s Milk Lager, while I see to the next one.” 
 
 - Brewmaster Gidroth, to his apprentice. 
 
Dwarves approach the crafting of ales and spirits with the same rigor and diligence as they do crafting blades 
or armor.  The master brewers of Runeguard produce ales that have restorative powers rivalling any 
alchemist’s elixir.  And their spirits have been known to produce wondrous effects normally associated with 
arcane potions. 
 
Brewmasters are proposed used for the re-print of Dwarves of Runeguard.  The follow Dwarven armies to 
war, setting up field hospitals behind the battle line.  Their magical ales can restore a wounded Dwarf to 
fighting condition, while some of their more rarified brews can give them superhuman strength or even the 
ability breath fire. 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Brewmasters   (4) 5 / 5 1* / 2 - 12 2.5”* 3 4 3 186 Elite 

MC 3.5" when Routing or Final Rushing.  
 
Draughts:  Forge Breath Ale, Juggernaut Stout, Poppy's Milk Lager .  (Note:  this unit has 3 Draught boxes)  

Draughts:  This unit can give a Draught to a fr iendly unit within 3.5”, following all the rules for casting spells.  Mark 1 
Draught box after you give a Draught to a unit.  Once all Draught boxes are marked, this unit cannot give Draughts to units.  Each 
Draught has a keyword for the type of spell it is. 
 
Forge Breath Ale (Blessing) - The unit receiving this Draught makes a      (3)6/6 ranged attack against one Engaged enemy 
unit the next time it attacks.  The unit that received this Draught takes 1 damage for every die result of 6 on the To-Hit roll (before 
modifications). 
 
Juggernaut Stout (Blessing) - The unit receiving this Draught rolls a Courage Check in the Pre-Combat Courage Phase.  If the 
unit passes, any hits during a To-Hit roll with a die result of 1 or 2 (before modification) automatically wound the next time it 
attacks.  If the unit fails the Courage Check, this Draught has no effect. 
 
Poppy's Milk Lager (Blessing, Healing) - The unit receiving this Draught erases one damage.  Mark the unit card to show it 
received this Draught.  For every mark it has, the unit gets       (-0)-1/-0.  These marks cannot be removed until the end of the game. 



Design Notes 
 

Beer Dwarves!  Who doesn’t love Dwarves with magic beer?   

 

The Brewmasters are a support unit under consideration to be included in the Dwarves of Runeguard when 

the faction is reprinted.  This unit bolsters nearby combat units, and uses the same rules mechanics are 

casting spells to do so.   

 

Thematically, they are handing out magical beer to nearby warriors that either heal their wounds or give 

them special powers.  But from a rules perspective, following the spellcasting rules doesn’t require learning a 

whole new system and allows players to pick up the rules relatively quickly.  The limited number of Draught 

boxes reflects the unit’s limited supply of beers. 

 

The design direction for Brewmasters was for their Draughts to provide the greatest benefit to the average 

unit.   The Runeguard army is a citizen army, with every Dwarf able to fight.  And so we wanted the Core 

units to carry the weight of the battle.   

 

The Brewmaster Draughts are designed with that goal in mind.  The intent is that the Draughts provide the 

faction’s Core units with the greatest benefit.   

 

For example, the Forge Breath Ale provides a strong offensive boost: usually at least +1 damage and a 

decent chance of doing +2 damage!  That can turn an even fight between a Dwarf Axemen and another 

faction’s average swordsman-type unit into a winning fight for the Dwarves.   

 

Similarly, Juggernaut Stout provides a significant boost to a unit with average stats, like Axemen or 

Hammermen.  A unit like Longbeards or Battleaxemen are likely to wound with most of their hits already.  

That said, when faced with a monster like a Tyrannosaurus Rex or a Hill Giant the Longbeards will no doubt 

appreciate the strength-boosting effects! 

 

Poppy’s Milk Lager was something of a controversial choice, because allowing Dwarves to heal can seem a 

bit much.  They are already a tough, grindy faction.  That being said, Dwarves already have access to healing 

through mercenary Healer Mages.  Since that has been an option for some time, we’re confident that 

allowing Dwarves to heal isn’t going to unbalance the faction. 

 

But we still did keep in mind the effects that Poppy’s Milk Lager might have.  Again, we don’t want 

something that will benefit Militia or Longbeards more than the average joe Axeman unit.   

 

For Militia, we weren’t worried.  That unit’s lower defensive stats meant that it was relatively easy to inflict 

enough damage to rout or destroy them.  Healing that single point on a Toughness 3 unit is much more 

beneficial than on a Toughness 2 unit. 



For the Longbeards. . . Toughness 4 is a beast.  We were concerned that Poppy’s Milk Lager would be far too 

good on that unit.  The answer came to us when we considered the theme of the Brewmasters:  they get drunk! 

 

Dwarves are normally immune to the effects of most beers and ales, but Poppy’s Milk Lager was no regular 

brew.  It is powerful enough to heal the most grievous injury, but it can dull the senses of even the most hoary 

Longbeard.   

 

Adding the penalty to offensive, representing the effects of the lager on the unit, makes it less automatic to 

play on the Longbeards.  As you heal them, they become less able to break through the line. Sometimes that is 

still the right answer, but that’s okay.  Our goal with Battleground is that context is king: a normally poor 

tactic may be the right one given the circumstance.  And the challenge is figuring that out in the heat of the 

moment. 

 

We encourage you to try out Brewmasters and give us your feedback on our Facebook page or our forum! 

 

 

Till the Next Missive. . . 

 

 

The Outlaw Alchemist 


